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Materials:

Stitch Abbreviations

2 different colors of yarn
(4ply acrylic yarn) similar yarn
crochet hook size h
yarn needle
scissors

ch - chain
sc single crochet
hdc - half double crochet
ss - slip stitchr

Crochet Butterfly Pattern - shown
pointed wings (monarch)

Crochet Butterfly Pattern
rounded wings

3.5 hook
2 colors of yarn (A and B)

3.5 hook
2 colors of yarn (A and B)

yarn A
mc
8 sc ss
2 ch
* 3 dc into each stitch
1ch
repeat from * 7 more times for a total of 8
ss

yarn A
mc
8 sc ss
1ch
* 3 sc into each stitch
1ch
repeat from * 7 more times for a total of 8
ss

2 ch 3 dc 1 sc 3 dc into each chain opening
ss
cut a tail and work into next round

2 ch
2 dc 6 into chain opening
** 3 ch
3 dc into chain opening
repeat from ** 6 more times
ss
cut a tail of yarn

Yarn B
ss
** into next sc 3dc 2 tc 3dc
ss into next sc
repeat 7 more times from **
ss
fold in half
stitch up the center using the tail of yarn from **
separate piece of yarn, chain 10 and end
fold in half for antenna
use the tail of the yarn ** to secure the antenna in place

yarn B
*** ss into next 2 stitches
2 sc 6 dc 2 sc into chain
repeat from *** 7 more times
ss
fold in half
stitch up the center using the tail of yarn from yarn B
separate piece of yarn, chain 10 and end
fold in half for antenna
use the tail of the yarn B to secure the antenna in place

